Differentiation of HELLP patients from healthy pregnant women by proteome analysis--on the way towards a clinical marker set.
As the pathogenesis of the HELLP-syndrome is unknown, a complex consideration regarding the changes in the plasma as the main transport medium in the body is of great benefit because it is well available and can rapidly be investigated in the clinics. Besides that, the liver which is early affected in HELLP-syndrome produces the main part of plasma proteins. For the purpose of our study plasma protein abundances from patients with HELLP-syndrome and from control individuals were determined before and after delivery. In the differential analysis using two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, six areas with variable protein spot intensities were detected. The reference gel that we developed for HELLP plasma samples integrates the changes of plasma proteins when comparing HELLP patients to healthy women prior to and after delivery. A specific plasma protein profile for the HELLP-syndrome was generated involving protein areas that contain inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain H4, kininogen 1, fibrinogen gamma chain, transthyretin, haptoglobins, and serum amyloid A with statistically significant expression differences when compared to controls. The most striking difference between the majority of the gels from HELLP patients and the gels from non-HELLP samples were clearly overexpressed protein spots at about 11 kDa which were identified as serum amyloid A (SAA). This differential expression was validated and quantitatively assayed by ELISA measurements against human SAA in plasma. Our results show that significant differences in SAA expressions between healthy controls and HELLP patients were obtained, that could function as markers for the HELLP-syndrome. According to our data it is possible to draw a line of separation with no overlap between the HELLP group for which SAA plasma levels were found to be above 3.51 mg/L and the non-HELLP groups in which SAA plasma levels were below 3.51 mg/L. It now is possible to clinically elucidate if the differentially expressed proteins are suited for longitudinal studies concerning both, to function as markers or perhaps even as disease predictors that might become relevant for diagnostic tests.